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                  ‘s Platform  
Extension Monitors ASIN 
Metrics to Maximize Amazon 
Vendor Profitability 
Online vendors understand that each product on 

Amazon’s Marketplace has its own unique ASIN, or 

Amazon Standard Identification Number. ASINs are 

created every day and used across the platform; se-

curing this number is vital for smooth management 

of the product catalog for customers, vendors, and 

Amazon itself.
Manufacturer Local Artisans

ASIN B081JZP5BD

Country of Origin United States
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DimeTyd’s platform 
extension helps  
vendors achieve  
this transparency, 
speed up business  
operations and  
successfully meet all 
Amazon requirements.

The                       Solution:  
ASIN Level Profitability

DimeTyd recently announced its new platform  

extension addressing ASIN-Level metrics and  

profitability. This offers vendors the opportunity  

to examine the smallest recorded metric, ASIN  

Level data, for its effectiveness. 

DimeTyd’s ASIN Level study lets vendors see what 

products are profitable, which might be losing  

money, and recommends where to invest funds  

for the most effective return on investment. This 

feature also keeps track of ASIN product shipping 

and shows online businesses what inventory is  

falling short and needs replenishment to avoid 

shortages and unavailability.

Additional benefits include: 

• ASIN Level profitability targets which products 

are producing revenue and which are experi-

encing loss, providing automated solutions to 

fund profitable ventures and direct resources 

away from ineffective ones.

• The platform extension analyzes profitability, 

providing a financial snapshot of profits and loss, 

accounts receivable, and invoices to be paid.

• DimeTyd ASIN Level profitability helps keep  

vendors aligned with Amazon policies and  

financial guidelines. It streamlines logistical  

processes at the smallest Level—managing a 

Level of data that is both extremely accurate and  

– before now – difficult to track with precision. 
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Amazon vendors can explore the latest technology, 

helping to empower fair, accountable and  

transparent accounting at the ASIN Level for the 

world of e-commerce. DimeTyd’s platform  

extension helps vendors achieve this transparency,  

speed up business operations and successfully 

meet all Amazon requirements. ASIN Level  

profitability focuses on automating the smallest  

and yet vital aspects of e-commerce on the  

Amazon Marketplace. By automating ASIN Level 

examination and operations, vendors can improve 

efficiencies and improve e-commerce operations 

from start to finish. 

A Holistic Amazon Strategy 

DimeTyd’s ASIN Level profitability is another key 

piece of its larger advanced analytics and data 

platform offered to Amazon vendors. DimeTyd has 

established itself as a leading online logic platform 

that recoups lost profits and manages cash flow and 

missed deductions. Adding ASIN Level profitability 

takes DimeTyd full circle as an advanced solution 

for Amazon vendors seeking to drive profitability 

and avoid leakage. In addition, DimeTyd offers  

vendors a financial scorecard on portfolio  

profitability. It indicates revenue, product  

movement, shipping expenses, and total  

recouped profits. 

DimeTyd has  
established itself  

as a leading online  
logic platform that  

recoups lost profits 
and manages cash  

flow and missed  
deductions. 
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Transparent Accounting in E-commerce

DimeTyd’s complete platform requires no up-front 

cost, employs automation, and helps resolve costly 

overbillings and deductions. The 100% automated, 

logic-based solution, with an entire life cycle from 

start to finish, allows vendors to achieve seamless 

recuperation of up to 93% of profit leakage.

DimeTyd conducts an audit of lost revenues  

dating back up to five years and processes millions 

of data points to recoup funds. It conducts and  

analyzes monthly auditing at scale to catch  

anomalies regularly. Once audited and reconciled, 

DimeTyd implements course corrections on  

recurring issues, enabling vendors to maximize  

all future profitability.


